Youtube youtube search

YouTube is launching a new type of search results page that appears when users look for
videos by hashtag. YouTube first introduced the ability to search by hashtag in , but it never
worked perfectly. Now, when searching for a specific hashtag on YouTube on either the desktop
or mobile app, users will see a dedicated page that only contains videos with that hashtag.
Another way users can access hashtag search results pages is by clicking into any
automatically linked hashtag displayed on YouTube. Hashtags are prominently shown above
video titles. I interpret that as meaning best performing videos, as the new hashtag pages are
full of content with high view counts published by popular channels. One of the most
interesting elements of these new hashtag pages is the video count at the top. Each hashtag
page shows how many channels have published videos with that hashtag, and how many
videos there are in total. Not only is this information interesting from a curiosity standpoint, but
it can be useful to marketers and content creators. Data from the new hashtag pages may
further assist with the YouTube keyword research strategies I wrote about last week. YouTube
says it will continue to make updates to hashtags in the future â€” which is good to know
because many updates are needed. All the search filters YouTube offers for other types of
searches are gone when conducting a hashtag search. It would be a great improvement to see
the same filters become available across the board. YouTube would do well to take notes from
Twitter, the social network that pioneered hashtag search. What initially made hashtags work on
Twitter is the way they allowed users to follow topics in real-time. Those updates would be
helpful to users and give more channels an opportunity to get discovered. Source: YouTube
Help Center. Matt Southern has been the lead news writer at Search Engine Journal since With a
degree in communications, Matt Category News YouTube. Read the Next Article. Shows how
many different websites are linking to this piece of content. As a general rule, the more websites
link to you, the higher you rank in Google. Shows estimated monthly search traffic to this article
according to Ahrefs data. The actual search traffic as reported in Google Analytics is usually
times bigger. But first things first, a tip for those doing YouTube keyword research :. Billie Eilish
appears to be the most popular artist on the list with over two million monthly searches. Ariana
Grande, Eminem, and Taylor Swift also make it into the top 40 with almost three million
combined searches. And this song is proving pretty popular, with over 2. These searches get a
combined Interestingly, quite a few of these folks are gaming vloggers or gaming vloggers
turned YouTube personalities, like PewDiePie , which brings us neatly onto what appears to be
the next most popular genre of videos on YouTube: gaming videos. Not familiar with such
videos? None of the top YouTube searches in the US have anything to do with cats. It looks like
people are somewhat obsessed with BTS , as monthly searches top 16M worldwide! What are
they listening to besides BTS? Only two of the top 10 searches are branded, which is quite a
contrast to the US where half the top 10 searches are. Not familiar with ASMR videos either?
There are almost 4. Looks like Sam Oh is doing an excellent job growing our channel! Lots of
folks outside the US also seem to be looking for our channel, as the global volume for this
query is 4, Joshua Hardwick. Article stats Linking websites Tweets 1, The number of times this
article was shared on Twitter. Share this article. Email Subscription Subscribe. Top YouTube
search queries globally. Article by: Joshua Hardwick. Returns a collection of search results that
match the query parameters specified in the API request. By default, a search result set
identifies matching video , channel , and playlist resources, but you can also configure queries
to only retrieve a specific type of resource. Quota impact: A call to this method has a quota cost
of units. The following table lists the parameters that this query supports. All of the parameters
listed are query parameters. Note: The following code samples may not represent all supported
programming languages. See the client libraries documentation for a list of supported
languages. This example uses the Go client library. This example uses the. NET client library.
This example uses the Ruby client library. The following table identifies error messages that the
API could return in response to a call to this method. Please see the error message
documentation for more detail. Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed
under the Creative Commons Attribution 4. For details, see the Google Developers Site Policies.
Home Guides Reference Samples Support. Overview Activities. Parameters Required
parameters part string The part parameter specifies a comma-separated list of one or more
search resource properties that the API response will include. Set the parameter value to
snippet. Filters specify 0 or 1 of the following parameters forContentOwner boolean This
parameter can only be used in a properly authorized request , and it is intended exclusively for
YouTube content partners. The forContentOwner parameter restricts the search to only retrieve
videos owned by the content owner identified by the onBehalfOfContentOwner parameter. The
user authorizing the request must be using an account linked to the specified content owner.
The type parameter value must be set to video. None of the following other parameters can be
set: videoDefinition , videoDimension , videoDuration , videoLicense , videoEmbeddable ,

videoSyndicated , videoType. The forDeveloper parameter restricts the search to only retrieve
videos uploaded via the developer's application or website. The API server uses the request's
authorization credentials to identify the developer. The forDeveloper parameter can be used in
conjunction with optional search parameters like the q parameter. For this feature, each
uploaded video is automatically tagged with the project number that is associated with the
developer's application in the Google Developers Console. When a search request
subsequently sets the forDeveloper parameter to true , the API server uses the request's
authorization credentials to identify the developer. Therefore, a developer can restrict results to
videos uploaded through the developer's own app or website but not to videos uploaded
through other apps or sites. The forMine parameter restricts the search to only retrieve videos
owned by the authenticated user. If you set this parameter to true , then the type parameter's
value must also be set to video. In addition, none of the following other parameters can be set in
the same request: videoDefinition , videoDimension , videoDuration , videoLicense ,
videoEmbeddable , videoSyndicated , videoType. The parameter value must be set to a
YouTube video ID and, if you are using this parameter, the type parameter must be set to video.
Note that if the relatedToVideoId parameter is set, the only other supported parameters are part
, maxResults , pageToken , regionCode , relevanceLanguage , safeSearch , type which must be
set to video , and fields. Optional parameters channelId string The channelId parameter
indicates that the API response should only contain resources created by the channel. Note:
Search results are constrained to a maximum of videos if your request specifies a value for the
channelId parameter and sets the type parameter value to video , but it does not also set one of
the forContentOwner , forDeveloper , or forMine filters. Acceptable values are: any â€” Return
all channels. If you specify a value for this parameter, you must also set the type parameter's
value to video. Acceptable values are: completed â€” Only include completed broadcasts. The
location parameter value identifies the point at the center of the area. The locationRadius
parameter specifies the maximum distance that the location associated with a video can be
from that point for the video to still be included in the search results. The API returns an error if
your request specifies a value for the location parameter but does not also specify a value for
the locationRadius parameter. The parameter value must be a floating point number followed by
a measurement unit. Valid measurement units are m , km , ft , and mi. For example, valid
parameter values include m , 5km , ft , and 0. The API does not support locationRadius
parameter values larger than kilometers. Note: See the definition of the location parameter for
more information. Acceptable values are 0 to 50 , inclusive. The default value is 5. Note: This
parameter is intended exclusively for YouTube content partners. The onBehalfOfContentOwner
parameter indicates that the request's authorization credentials identify a YouTube CMS user
who is acting on behalf of the content owner specified in the parameter value. This parameter is
intended for YouTube content partners that own and manage many different YouTube channels.
It allows content owners to authenticate once and get access to all their video and channel data,
without having to provide authentication credentials for each individual channel. The CMS
account that the user authenticates with must be linked to the specified YouTube content
owner. The default value is relevance. Acceptable values are: date â€” Resources are sorted in
reverse chronological order based on the date they were created. This is the default value for
this parameter. For live broadcasts, videos are sorted by number of concurrent viewers while
the broadcasts are ongoing. Your request can also use the Boolean NOT - and OR operators to
exclude videos or to find videos that are associated with one of several search terms. For
example, to search for videos matching either "boating" or "sailing", set the q parameter value
to boating sailing. Similarly, to search for videos matching either "boating" or "sailing" but not
"fishing", set the q parameter value to boating sailing -fishing. The parameter value is an ISO
alpha-2 country code. The parameter value is typically an ISO two-letter language code.
However, you should use the values zh-Hans for simplified Chinese and zh-Hant for traditional
Chinese. Please note that results in other languages will still be returned if they are highly
relevant to the search query term. Acceptable values are: moderate â€” YouTube will filter some
content from search results and, at the least, will filter content that is restricted in your locale.
Based on their content, search results could be removed from search results or demoted in
search results. This is the default parameter value. The value identifies a Freebase topic ID. At
that time, YouTube started supporting a small set of curated topic IDs, and you can only use
that smaller set of IDs as values for this parameter. The value is a comma-separated list of
resource types. The default value is video,channel,playlist. Acceptable values are: channel
playlist video videoCaption string The videoCaption parameter indicates whether the API should
filter video search results based on whether they have captions. Acceptable values are: any â€”
Do not filter results based on caption availability. HD videos are available for playback in at
least p, though higher resolutions, like p, might also be available. Acceptable values are: any

â€” Return all videos, regardless of their resolution. Acceptable values are: 2d â€” Restrict
search results to exclude 3D videos. This is the default value. Acceptable values are: any â€” Do
not filter video search results based on their duration. Acceptable values are: any â€” Return all
videos, embeddable or not. YouTube lets video uploaders choose to attach either the Creative
Commons license or the standard YouTube license to each of their videos. Acceptable values
are: any â€” Return all videos, regardless of which license they have, that match the query
parameters. Users can reuse videos with this license in other videos that they create. Learn
more. Acceptable values are: any â€” Return all videos, syndicated or not. Acceptable values
are: any â€” Return all videos. Request body Do not provide a request body when calling this
method. The value will be youtube searchListResponse. The property value is a two-letter ISO
country code that identifies the region. The i18nRegions. The default value is US. If a
non-supported region is specified, YouTube might still select another region, rather than the
default value, to handle the query. Please note that the value is an approximation and may not
represent an exact value. In addition, the maximum value is 1,, You should not use this value to
create pagination links. Instead, use the nextPageToken and prevPageToken proper
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ty values to determine whether to show pagination links. Examples Note: The following code
samples may not represent all supported programming languages. Apps Script This function
searches for videos related to the keyword 'dogs'. The video IDs and titles of the search results
are logged to Apps Script's log. Note that this sample limits the results to Filters specify 0 or 1
of the following parameters. Acceptable values are: channel playlist video. The channelId
parameter specified an invalid channel ID. The relevanceLanguage parameter value was
formatted incorrectly. Note that you must set the type parameter to video if you set either the
forContentOwner or forMine parameters to true. You must also set the type parameter to video if
you set a value for the eventType , videoCaption , videoCategoryId , videoDefinition ,
videoDimension , videoDuration , videoEmbeddable , videoLicense , videoSyndicated , or
videoType parameters. The relatedToVideo parameter specified an invalid video ID.

